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ABSTRACT: This article explores musical instruments as a source for the historical study of music theory. The figure of Pythagoras, and his alleged penchant for the monochord, offers a way into this exploration of the theory-bearing dimensions of instruments. Musicians tend to think of instruments primarily in terms of music-making, but in other contexts instruments are, more broadly, tools. In the context of scientific experimentation, specifically, instruments help researchers come to terms with “epistemic things”—objects under scrutiny that carry specific (but as yet unknown) sources of knowledge within them. Aspects of this experimental practice can productively be transferred to the study of music theory and are explored in two test cases from different periods of musical theorizing (and instrument building): Nicola Vicentino’s archicembalo from mid-sixteenth century Italy, and Henry Cowell’s rhythmicon from early twentieth-century America.
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1. Pythagoras musicus

[1.1] With his emblematic monochord Pythagoras ruled music and the cosmos. As its name suggests, the monochord (monos = single, chordê = string) is a very simple instrument, consisting of little more than a string stretched out from one side of a wooden plank to the other so it can freely vibrate. The length of the string can be divided by means of a moveable bridge to effect changes in pitch. In the collective imagination, Pythagoras of Samos—the mythical philosopher, mathematician, and founder of a religious cult, who may (or may not) have walked the earth from ca. 570–ca. 495 BCE—had long been associated with this instrument and was often hailed as its inventor.(1) This connection between the philosopher and his monochord only grew stronger over time, so much so that the late Roman statesman, philosopher, and musical thinker Cassiodorus (ca. 485–ca. 585 CE) awarded the Greek philosopher the honorific “Pythagoras musicus.”(2) Despite his undeniable strong affinities with arithmetic, Pythagoras was particularly associated with music throughout the Middle Ages and into the early modern period, in ways that parallel the astronomer Ptolemy with his emblematic planetary rulers, or the geometer Euclid with his compass.

[1.2] Thus it is not too surprising to see a detailed four-panel woodcut giving pride of place to a music-making Pythagoras in Figure 1. This image appears in the Theorica musicæ (1492) by the North Italian humanist Franchinus Gaffurius (1451–1522), one of the first music theory books to appear in print. What we see, however, takes some time to decode. If we did not know that Pythagoras’s emblem was the monochord, it would be hard to recognize the musical instrument in the bottom left panel. The six-string instrument, which Pythagoras plays with two sticks, resembles more a zither-type instrument, such as a
psaltery or a hammered dulcimer, than the traditional ancient instrument. Is this really still a monochord? At a more detailed level, the Pythagorean implications of the image, however, are clear beyond any doubt: the weights hanging down on the left side of the instrument follow a series of numbers that can be recognized as Pythagorean without problem: 4–6–8–9–12–16. It seems the six-string monochord represents the technological and logical extension of the principle that Pythagoras discovered in ancient times, according to legend.

[1.3] The legend in question—a primal scene of music—originated with the Greek philosopher Nicomachus of Gerasa (ca. 60–ca. 120 CE), and has Pythagoras lift the secret of sound serendipitously, as he walks past a smithy and hears the harmonious clanging of four hammers on anvils, weighing 6, 8, 9, and 12 units of weight (Barker 1989, 256–58). This story, which determines the ratios of the consonant intervals of the octave, fifth, and fourth at 2:1 (= 12:6), 3:2 (= 12:8 and 9:6), and 4:3 (= 12:9 and 8:6), was transmitted throughout the Middle Ages and well into the mid-sixteenth century, primarily in Boethius’s influential variant, and need not be further rehearsed here. For all the numerical beauty of the Pythagorean ratios, we know that the account is apocryphal, as the underlying physics is problematic: the relationship between the weight of a hammer and the pitch it produces suggested by the illustration does not hold. It is now well known, too, that the story in the smithy never happened in this way. It is very unlikely that Pythagoras—or anyone in the ancient world—ever cared to carry out this experiment. Nor is there any real reason to assume they should have done: Pythagoreanism is best understood as a religion, not as an empirical science. In fact, it would take until the sixteenth century for someone to “fact-check” this story and to correct the physical basis of the claim: Vincenzo Galilei (1520–1591), father of Galileo, first conducted acoustical experiments to test the Pythagorean claims that had been perpetuated, unchallenged, for more than a millennium. For instigating this groundbreaking change in scientific thought and paving the way for a turn to empiricism, Galilei, not junior, has been hailed by some scholars as the first modern experimental scientist.

[1.4] Pythagoreans’ primary interest, as far as we can ascertain from the historical record, was not in music as such, but in that which lies beyond the sounding phenomena. Aristotle wrote, derisively, that the Pythagoreans understood even the heavens in terms of musical scales [harmonia] and numbers (Metaphysics, 1.986a). But this is no mere empty, dismissive hyperbole: Pythagoreans were primarily interested in music insofar as it was an expression of the numerical relations that held the cosmos together. Music was for them inextricably connected to astronomy, via arithmetic and geometry—the subjects that were to be joined in the medieval quadrivium. The sounds and the experience of music, as later ancient commentators such as Prolemy never got tired of complaining, were secondary to Pythagoreans; sounding music only got in the way of the perfection and beauty of ratios. The attribution of the monochord to Pythagoras, as its inventor, did not come to the fore until the much later accounts by Diogenes Laertius (3rd century CE), Gaudentius (prob. 4th century CE) and Boethius (480–524/5 CE) (see Creese 2011, 90). By the time Gaffurius picks up the topic, in the context of fifteenth-century humanism, he can make an elegant pun:

In this way, Pythagoras discovered the monochord rule [regula], which gets its name “rule” from the object not because a rule is made of wood or brass and we measure sounds and magnitudes with it but because a rule is a certain fixed and stable observation that leaves the judgment in no doubt. It is so named from “ruling” [regendo], as if it ruled us in such a way that we cannot fall into error.

The monochord is also known as kanôn or regula (which means rule or ruler in Greek and Latin); Gaffurius’s statement “regulam invenit” can mean either: he “found the rule” or he “invented the monochord.” Both versions would be equally true.

[1.5] Returning to the initial image, what kind of instrument is Pythagoras’s six-string monochord? While the presence of multiple strings would not in itself have been as striking at the time, we are now in a position to dig a little deeper with regard to the number six. What appears unusual in Gaffurius’s version is the expanded number of strings on which Pythagoras plays. But in going beyond the four of the original legend, Gaffurius weaves an interesting new twist into the story. By adding the outer strings, labeled 4 and 16, he expands the range of the instrument to 2 octaves (8/4, 16/8), and considerably expands the possibilities of Pythagorean intervals between pairs of strings, which are laid out in the table below. (The ratios in square brackets mark compound variants of the simple intervals.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole tone</td>
<td>9:8</td>
<td>[16:9]</td>
<td>[9:4]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Boethius, but rather it becomes the basis of further experimentation. What is more, Gaffurius manages to give this old story a new twist without ever so much as questioning Boethius's supreme authority, but rather building on it. "In this manner," he shows the Greek philosopher in a number of different musical situations, which all closely reflect Boethius's retelling of the myth. In the bottom right corner, Pythagoras is joined by his disciple, the philosopher and mathematician Philolaus, in playing a number of pipes. Even given the scant reliable biographical information we have about these two figures, it seems very unlikely that Philolaus (ca. 470–ca. 395 BCE) would have overlapped with Pythagoras, but in this context we probably do not need to lose much sleep over such details. The lengths of the pipes are in the same proportions as his sixfold monochord. The images are very explicit about the ratios: all units carry numbers. In the top right corner of the woodcut, Claude Palisca has pointed out that these images, despite the display of mathematical rigor, are mostly physically false: in fact, the numbers in the woodcut, just as the weight of the hammers was eventually found to be unrelated to the resulting pitches. Only the pipes actually correspond to acoustical reality (Palisca 1985, 229).

To paraphrase Gaffurius: if, as Boethius relates, Pythagoras temporarily exceeded the number four, even on a trial basis, he must surely have realized that adding two more hammers would greatly increase the number of possible intervals. Gaffurius blithely overlooks any new complications that his additions introduce; he seems mainly excited about the extended range of intervals that a fifth and sixth hammer would allow.

The most striking panel of the woodcut is the top left image. This is probably the first panel viewers look at; it therefore carries particular rhetorical weight. We see the famous scene in the blacksmith's workshop; the hammers carry the same numbers. But the person listening to the anvils being struck is not the ancient Greek figure of Pythagoras, but the biblical figure of Jubal, the "ancestor of all who play the harp and flute," and who is often regarded as the inventor of music in biblical chronology.

This displacement might seem surprising, particularly since the accompanying text, Book I of Theorica musicae, is primarily concerned with Pythagoras, and only brings in Jubal fleetingly at the very end of this discussion, almost as an afterthought. It is not until much later in the treatise, in Book V, that Gaffurius clarifies Jubal's foundational role in his text. To be sure, no precedent is found in the ever-authoritative Boethius. But it is possible to reconstruct the reasons for this choice. The question of primi inventores, or primi heurivTai as they were called in Greek, the "first inventors" of the ancient world, came to the fore again during the humanist revival during the fifteenth century as a central concern. Ancient cultural techniques—such as fire-making, agriculture, ship-building, bronze-casting, and music-making—had to be explained by
creating a firm association with a mythical, divine, or heroic figure who could count as its first inventor.\(^{(15)}\) In the context of humanism, however, such questions of primacy became a contested space between ancient sources on the one hand—that is to say, pagan myths—and biblical authority on the other. By opting for Jubal as the ultimate inventor of music, Gaffurius managed to pass the crown to biblical authority, even though nothing in the text prepares the reader for this maneuver.\(^{(16)}\)

[1.11] But this displacement also gives rise to another possible conclusion, which is possibly more troubling. The woodcut in Gaffurius’s *Theorica musicae* visually separates the primal scene in the noticeably disorderly smithy from the other scenes. Jubal is looking on, quite literally overseeing the six blacksmiths as they hammer away. Meanwhile, the multiple Pythagorases in Figure 1 are seen to explore the more strictly musical implications of the discovery of the mathematical secrets of sound. Pythagoras is actively engaged, playing the bells, a kind of glass harmonica, the flutes, and the six-string monochord. Where Jubal examines noise, Pythagoras performs music.

[1.12] We know that Gaffurius followed Boethius’ lead in valuing the *musicius*, the scholarly musician, over the *cantor*, who merely performs music by singing or playing without reflecting on it.\(^{(17)}\) In drawing such a clear visual distinction between Jubal and Pythagoras, and between the science of sound on the one hand and the practice of music on the other, the image from Gaffurius’s *Theorica musicae* actually presents us with a problem: the music-making Pythagorases of Figure 1 appear more as *cantores*—that is, they seem to fall on the wrong side of the scholar/performer divide. From this perspective, the zither-like six-string monochord with which we started, and which is rather more versatile than the traditional one-stringed version, serves to underline this impression. This technologically improved instrument seems to allow Pythagoras to perform music, and he seems to relish his task as a musical virtuoso. Has *Pythagoras musicius* really become *Pythagoras cantor*? Has he been degraded to a mere performer? Or is this all a mistake?

### 2. The Monochord as Instrument and System

[2.1] How far can we take this idea of Pythagoras as a practicing musician, against any Boethian admonitions? We know the monochord was used as a measuring device in ancient Greece, but was it in fact used as a musical instrument? The question, strange as it may seem, is not without precedent. An early-twentieth-century student of classical philology, Sigfrid Wantzloeben, advanced the thesis in his German doctoral dissertation, *Das Monochord als Instrument und als System* (1911), that Pythagoras was actually a performer of the monochord, which he regarded as a musical instrument.\(^{(18)}\)

[2.2] Wantzloeben’s Exhibit \(\Lambda\) is precisely the passage from Nicomachus that began the Pythagorean myth: Pythagoras rushes home from the smithy to test his newly found knowledge about music on a number of devices: “cymbals [\(kroasia\)]\(^{(19)}\), flutes [\(auloi\)], pan pipes [\(lyra\)], monochords, triangular harps [\(trigona\)], and others like them.”\(^{(20)}\) Wantzloeben notes that Nicomachus mentions the monochord among a list of other instruments that could be used in musical performance, and concludes that the monochord must itself have been an instrument on which music was performed (1911, 2). (Like many other commentators, Wantzloeben is relatively indifferent to the complicating factor that Nicomachus wrote this some six centuries after Pythagoras’s time.) Other pieces of evidence Wantzloeben offers are highly questionable; his interpretations often hinge on distinctly dubious translations.\(^{(21)}\)

[2.3] Perhaps the best evidence that Wantzloeben could have marshaled from ancient Greek texts in support of his bold hypothesis are a few negative comments from later commentators, such as Ptolemy, who argues that the monochord makes a rather lousy musical instrument. The fact that Ptolemy felt moved to include this passage suggests that there were indeed some efforts to use the monochord as a makeshift musical instrument (see Barker 1989, 341 and 497n14). There is no reason, however, to assume that this had anything to do with Pythagoras at all.

[2.4] For all its obvious problems, however, there is a kernel of a good idea in Wantzloeben’s hypothesis, which is the same thesis that we just read out of Gaffurius’s illustration: music theorists do well to take musical instruments seriously. They are embodiments of theoretical ideas about music. All musical instruments carry theoretical properties, and it can be instructive to consider them in terms of what they can tell us about music on a more abstract level. From this angle, Wantzloeben gets one thing exactly right: “the monochord as an instrument and as a system,” as the title of his thesis runs in English. The specific question of Pythagoras’s role as a performer is something of a red herring (as even Wantzloeben seems to come close to admitting occasionally) that in fact distracts from a more important point. The main interest is in the double function of the instrument itself.

[2.5] The idea that I want to pursue here is nothing other than the literal meaning of “instrument”—or, for that matter, *organon*, as the Greek has it. At the heart of our concept of the instrument is the Latin verb *instruere*, to construct or equip,
just as *ergon*, or work, is the cognate of the Greek *organon*. That is to say, an instrument is a device that allows us to accomplish something, to work; it is an implement or a tool. In our case, musical instruments can be, quite literally, *instrumental* in shaping thoughts and ideas about music.

In a musical context, this leads us to a double meaning of the term “instrument.” On the one hand, we have the tool, or indeed the “measuring rod” (Barker 1989, 256) that Pythagoras sought in Nicomachus’ story: in a word, a device that can tell us something about how music as a system works. In this case, the device tells us about how some of the most fundamental musical intervals can be derived and quantified. On the other hand, we have the musical instrument on which compositions or improvisations can be performed. In the case of the monochord, this performative function is at best rudimentary (and at worst fanciful)—which is exactly why the early modern representations of Pythagoras in Gaffurius’s work piqued our interest initially—but the principle of performance, of engaging in musical activities, is clearly a chief aspect of musical instruments. Instruments are the site of performance as well as of theorizing.

To return to the Boethian distinction with which we ended the previous section: we can put aside our worries about the *musicus/cantor* division, we don’t need to decide—it is not an either/or. As Wanzloeben correctly pointed out, the monochord serves as both instrument and musical system. And, as Gaffurius knew, *regula* or *kanon* means simultaneously the rule that governs music and the instrument from which it is derived. Our investigation of instruments will cheerfully explore both aspects, and the interactions between both sides, which can be at times intricate.

### 3. Music-Theoretical Instruments

Musicology has recently rediscovered its interest in musical instruments. John Tresch and Emily Dolan revived the venerable discipline of organology, the study of musical instruments, by calling for a “New Organology” (Tresch and Dolan 2013). As the moniker “new” underlines, the main interest is not classificatory or taxonomic, which was one of the chief tasks of the “old” organology, but rather exploratory and interpretive. What exactly is an instrument? Following Bruno Latour’s clarion call to rethink the sociology of science, Tresch and Dolan, a team consisting of a historian of science and a musicologist, propose that in both music and science, instruments are not passive or transparent, but possess agency, taking an active part in social networks. My ambition here is a little less wide-ranging than theirs, though it shares some of their central concerns. I am specifically interested in exploring what instruments can tell us about the musical system in which they operate: in other words, the epistemic aspects of instruments. What can instruments tell us about musical knowledge? How can we “read” an instrument? How do instruments help us understand what music is? Without offering specific answers for now, instruments are useful objects for this kind of inquiry because they can work on two epistemic levels, which we could variously contrast using any of the following pairs: hearing and counting, sensing and cogitating, empiricism and logic—or, to return to our earlier distinction: *cantor* and *musicus*.

Since the “musical” aspect (in the modern experiential sense) of the instrument is more likely to be self-evident, it is perhaps useful to take a closer look at the “scientific” sense in which I am thinking of instruments here. Several influential figures from the study of science provide important impulses. Historian of science Simon Schaffer and sociologist Steven Shapin both fundamentally re-examined the creation and communication of knowledge during the scientific revolution, highlighting the specific role of the instrument within scientific experimentation during that period.

In several groundbreaking studies focusing on such central figures from the Scientific Revolution as Isaac Newton (1642–1727) and Robert Boyle (1627–1691)—in other words, areas that seemed to be exhaustively known—Schaffer and Shapin drew attention not so much to the results of the scientists’ work, but the ways in which they got their results (see Shapin and Schaffer 1985 and Schaffer 1989). Following a famous pronouncement by the French philosopher of science Gaston Bachelard (1884–1962) that instruments are nothing but “materialized theories” ( théorèmes réifiés), they stressed that the experimental set-up, sometimes down to the precise make of the instruments, played a major role for the generation of scientific knowledge. They showed how in the work of Boyle and Newton the fundamental status of the experiment changed, from a demonstration that merely illustrates a scientific phenomenon but is of no further relevance to scientific knowledge, to an integral part in the process of discovery and theory-making.

In the case of Newton’s *Opticks*, the *experimentum crucis*, the critical experiment upon which the authority of the scientific claim hinged, was entirely dependent on the make of the prism. This was more complicated than we imagine, since prisms were widely available, the stuff of fairground attractions, but even small flaws in the glass would ruin the experimental outcome. Newton himself relied on high-quality prisms imported from the Netherlands, but it is not surprising that other researchers trying to replicate Newton’s *experimentum crucis* failed in their efforts. Understandably, they were quick to find fault...
with Newton's hypothesis. Schaffer shows how much work and effort Newton put into convincing his correspondents that the experiment must be replicated precisely and that the physical properties of the prism are decisive for the success of the experiment and hence the scientific theory. These studies helped usher in a new disciplinary paradigm for the history of science, a field that had traditionally been particularly interested in a history of discoveries, progressively unfolding, as scientific understanding marches on through time. By contrast, it had been much less interested in the process of experimentation leading up to these discoveries, and in the material conditions that made them possible in the first place.

[3.5] How do we adapt this idea for our purposes? Of course, Schaffer and Shapin were talking about a very specific moment—indeed, a turning point in the history of science, the Scientific Revolution in the seventeenth century—and it is hardly an accident that their interest focuses on Newton and Boyle, figures who occupy a central position in the canon of the history of science, indeed, a turning point in the history of science, the Scientific Revolution in the seventeenth century—and it is hardly an accident that their interest focuses on Newton and Boyle, figures who occupy a central position in the canon of the history of science. It is important to bear in mind that the experimental method of the Scientific Revolution is specific to this period—in fact, this is what makes the Scientific Revolution—and it would be wrong to generalize broadly, outside of this specific context. That said, we fare better if we turn this thought on its head: we remember that the Pythagoreans showed no interest in experimental proof of the numerical hypothesis. And as we saw earlier, the fabled story of Pythagoras in the smithy—and with it, the entire physical basis on which the Pythagorean arithmetic paradigm rested—was questioned by Vincenzo Galilei, precisely during the first stirrings of the Scientific Revolution in Italy.

[3.6] Galilei's new critical angle suggests that the significance of the monochord changed. It would be foolhardy to argue that for a millennium and a half, Pythagoreans from Nicomachus to Zarlino had used or thought about the monochord illegitimately, and that Vincenzo Galilei finally put an end to this faulty usage. Rather, what it suggests is a fundamental reconfiguration of the two questions of what the monochord is purported to show and what status is assigned to its demonstrative power. It is perhaps useful to think of this shift as a change from an arithmetic way of thinking to a physical one, from an abstract, numerical approach to an empirical one. This is an important difference. It was the Pythagorean worldview—with its faith in universal correspondences and its liberal associations—that assigned music its place beside astronomy, geometry, and arithmetic, which ushered in the medieval quadrivium. And from a strictly arithmetical point of view, the mechanics of the instrument are irrelevant; the sound that the monochord produces, the experiential dimension of its effects, is at best incidental. The mathematical distinction between epideixis (demonstration) and apodeixis (proof) springs to mind here. For Pythagoreans, the monochord was simply a device whose existence was enough to underline the universal validity of the mathematical ratios that they believed to underlie all worldly phenomena, from the smallest to the largest scale. In fact, even in the ancient world Pythagoreans were regularly taken to task for the chasm that opened up between their painstaking calculations and the scant relevance these precise proportions bore with respect to musical practice (see Creese 2012).

[3.7] Only in Galilei's hands did the monochord become part of an experimental design in a context that can be understood from the perspective of modern science. Of course, this did not change overnight the way in which the monochord was used. Cosmological models, such as Robert Fludd's famous celestial monochord from Utriusque cosmi historia (1617–24), which outlined the traditional Great Chain of Being, from divine beings and angels via stars and planets all the way to humans and animals, continued to feature it, sometimes prominently so. But the idea of correspondences or resemblances that determined so much of Pythagorean thinking all the way to the Renaissance and that proceeded on the basis of analogical or symbolic thinking, was on the way out. As it became harder and harder to bring together musical intervals and divine celestial order, new constellations between numerical ratios and sound as an empirical phenomenon—that is, as a perceptually verifiable object—emerged as powerful and convincing arguments. From this perspective, Johannes Kepler's foundational astronomical treatise Harmonices mundi (1619), in which the third law of planetary motion is proposed, with explicit reference to the Music of the Spheres, is perhaps best understood as a final grandiose gasp of the Pythagorean worldview that succeeded in holding the quadrivium together for the best part of a millennium.


[4.1] What does it mean to consider instruments from the perspective of scientific inquiry—or perhaps better, knowledge acquisition—as well as from their musical qualities? As Pythagoras puts on his white lab coat, metaphorically speaking, and starts experimenting with his monochord, it makes sense to draw on another model borrowed from the history of science. Hans-Jörg Rheinberger (1997) developed a concept of the “epistemic thing” to describe an important aspect of the process of scientific experimentation. Rheinberger emphasizes “the power of material objects—in contrast to ideas or concepts—as driving forces in the process of knowledge acquisition” (2005, 406). The epistemic thing is a material object, phenomenon, or process that arouses our curiosity and that, within an experimental system, holds a certain knowledge that can be
uncovered by the scientist. The “epistemic thing” is neither identical with the mere phenomenon or material object, nor with the scientific instrumentarium used to examine it; the epistemic thing only emerges as the conjunction of both. What makes Rheinberger’s concept so productive is that these epistemic things possess a certain fundamental “fuzziness” or “blurriness” (Verschwommenheit). There is no a priori epistemological content that the researcher extracts from the thing under scrutiny; the thing itself does not exude knowledge. (26) Keenly avoiding the problem of determinism, Rheinberger argues that the epistemological value of the epistemic thing is only constituted by its place and interaction within the experimental system; it is contextually and historically determined. (27)

[4.2] There is a steadily growing body of reflections on the epistemology of the “thing,” not least nurtured by a resurgent interest in a materialistic perspective. Sometimes “thing” and “object” are used interchangeably (see, for instance, Chang 2011). The art historian W. J. T. Mitchell, however, cautions: “objects are the way things appear to a subject—that is, with a name, an identity, a gestalt or stereotypical template. . . . Things, on the other hand, [signal] the moment when the object becomes the Other, when the sardine can look back, when the mute idol speaks, when the subject experiences the object as uncanny and feels the need for what Foucault calls ‘a metaphysics of the object, or, more exactly, a metaphysics of that never objectifiable depth from which objects rise up toward our superficial knowledge’” (quoted in Bennett 2010, 2). Objects, it is generally agreed, are characterized by a certain passivity, in that they require a contemplating subject, whereas Things are characterized by an irreducibility to objects, in that they have an existence in their own right, which may imbue them with agency, as Bruno Latour underlined (1993). And Bill Brown reminds us, in a more poetic vein, that things are “encountered” and never quite apprehended (2001). The epistemologies underlying these various approaches to “thingness” fall along a continuum between idealism and materialism, with Bachelard’s “reified theorems” reaching over into the material world from a firmly held position at the idealist end of the spectrum, and Rheinberger’s “epistemic things” erecting their superstructure from a materialistic base. (28)

[4.3] And in the musical realm? We can see how certain aspects of this epistemology can easily be adapted to musical purposes. Just as certain scientific phenomena, especially those existing below the level of perception, must be brought to our attention, examined, and understood with the aid of scientific instruments, so certain musical phenomena can only be subjected to theoretical scrutiny when they manifest themselves as sounds, produced by musical instruments. Anyone who has taught an introductory music theory class knows about the importance of the piano in explicating music-theoretical concepts. Or, for a somewhat more specialized example, Anna Gawboy (2009) has traced the rise of the Wheatstone concertina accordion as the instrument of choice among the acoustically inclined members of the Royal Society in Victorian Britain—making it surely the most ennobled music-theoretical instrument. We should be careful not to construct a simple cause-and-effect schema. The difficulty in deciding between apodeixis and epideixis in the realm of music is symptomatic here: does sounding music “prove” or “demonstrate” a music-theoretical proposition? As we will see, different scenarios require different epistemological regimes. Perhaps the best way out of this dilemma, for now, is to think of the instrument as functioning as a filter that allows certain propositions to be made in sound, while inhibiting certain others.

[4.4] Whereas the piano clearly plays a supreme music-theoretical role, it is often less common instruments that are theoretically most interesting. (29) The monochord is a representative example here—leaving aside the dogged question of whether it should count as a musical instrument or not. But there is no doubt that it gives us valuable insights about how music works. The monochord contains, and makes readable, some of the fundamental systemic aspects on which music draws. In producing sounds, it also produces knowledge about music. This is the essential function of a music-theoretical instrument.

[4.4] In this model, in other words, we can imagine musicians becoming veritable scientists experimenting with instruments to uncover musical knowledge and to demonstrate its principles in sounds. We will examine two short examples of musical experimentalists from different historical periods: the first is Nicola Vicentino (1511–1575 or 76) and his archicembalo, which was constructed in the 1530s, and the second is the rhythmicon, an instrument that was devised in the 1930s by the American experimentalist composer Henry Cowell (1897–1965) and his collaborator, the Russian inventor Leon Theremin (1896–1993). The point here is not to construct a coherent history of music theory or an organological survey, but to show the diversity of possibilities. It goes without saying that, in principle, every musical instrument is also a music-theoretical instrument. But it is not the case that every musical instrument carries very useful insights about the musical system in which it operates. (A rattle or a triangle, for instance, will hold limited music-theoretical information of interest.) The more interesting examples, at least for our exploratory purposes, tend to be the more experimental ones: they are often those that go beyond a conventional notion of what music is or can be, precisely because in testing the limits they show us most clearly what is at stake.
5. The Archicembalo

[5.1] Our story about the archicembalo centers on a strange bet. At a private concert in Rome given by the influential banker Bernardo Acciaiuoli-Rucellai, at his palace on the Tiber in May of 1551, a polyphonic Regina coeli was performed. In the wake of this concert, two musicians in the audience started an argument: Nicola Vicentino, household musician in the service of Cardinal Ippolito II d’Este (1509–1572), Cardinal of Ferrara, and the papal singer Vicente Lusitano (d. after 1561). These two were engaged in a discussion about whether the Regina coeli belonged to the diatonic genus or not. It is possible that Lusitano was the composer, in which case he would have had a personal stake in this debate, but we do not know this with any certainty. As the discussion quickly got heated, it was decided that a formal debate between the two musicians should settle this question once and for all. The agreed wager was two gold scudi, a handsome amount of money at the time. Three judges were appointed to adjudicate the debate. In the event, one of the judges, the Netherlandish musician Ghiselin Danckerts (1510–1567), was called out of town and had to miss the actual debate. In response to a request by Danckerts, Vicentino sent him a short written statement immediately, whereas Lusitano apparently took more time to write a much longer letter outlining his position. This discrepancy struck Vicentino as unfair—especially after Lusitano was declared the winner of the debate. The affair turned bitter soon. Both Vicentino and judge Danckerts continued to hold a grudge for several years and published their respective versions of the heady events of 1551, even in multiple versions. One of the sticking points seemed to have been a definitional issue. As Maria Rika Maniates observes, Vicentino’s written and notarized account insisted on specifying the diatonic genus as “purely diatonic music” or musica diatonica semplice, a term that was not included in the original documents signed by the judges and four witnesses. (Vicentino’s document was also signed by four witnesses, three of which were the same as the official document.) Danckerts noticed the discrepancy and took great exception to Vicentino’s tampering with the documents. Why would Vicentino make this apparently petty distinction, and why would it matter so much?

[5.2] Vicentino took a rather complicated position on the question of diatonicism: he argued that the chromatic and enharmonic genera of the ancients were never abandoned by musicians, but that they had instead been fully internalized and were being used unconsciously. Every time a singer sang the interval of the minor third, or the “incomposite trihemitone,” Vicentino argued, they would unwittingly employ the chromatic genus, and when they sang a major third, or the “incomposite ditone,” they were in the enharmonic genus. In itself this is a strange claim that seems hard to defend, since these intervals can easily be constructed within the diatonic genus. From this perspective it should come as no surprise that Vicentino was widely held to have lost the debate. But this is not to say that Vicentino’s argument was completely baseless. However complicated it may be, it is possible to reconstruct his case—around his music-theoretical instrument, the archicembalo.

[5.3] We can approach Vicentino’s claim by considering his perspective on ancient genera and the way in which he imagined tetrachords, the basic unit of ancient Greek music. Jonathan Wild (2014) has recently provided a lucid account of Vicentino’s complex theory, which I will use as a basis here. Figure 2 shows diagrams of tetrachords in the three genera and the relations between them. The diatonic genus is quite straightforward, consisting of one semitone and two whole tones. The chromatic tetrachord is composed of a minor third and two semitones. The enharmonic tetrachord consists of a major third and two dieses (two microtonal intervals, which together make up a diatonic semitone). To mark these microtones, Vicentino had to invent a new notational convention: he added a dot over the note, indicating that it is raised by one minor diesis. While these genera may look familiar from Greek music theory, the detail of Vicentino’s ideas puts an interesting, indeed revolutionary, twist on these concepts.

[5.4] One major difference from ancient conceptions is that Vicentino’s genera can smoothly be converted from one into another. Vicentino is quite specific about how these transformations work: the semitone of the diatonic genus is transformed into the minor third of the chromatic or the major third of the enharmonic genus. This may appear counterintuitive, if we expect these transformations to be parsimonious—similarity of interval size or short voice-leading distances do not seem to matter here. Instead, Vicentino’s rule of thumb is to put “the big step in the location of the small diatonic one, and the small steps in place of the big diatonic ones.”

[5.5] Given this transformative potential, it is useful to approach Vicentino’s tetrachords from the perspective of their smallest constituents, the minor diesis. It is this lowest common denominator that allows Vicentino to move between genera smoothly and effortlessly. During the Renaissance the diesis commonly describes the minute interval that separates one tone from its enharmonic neighbor. Vicentino specifically defines the diesis as “exactly one-half of the minor semitone.” Or, expressed in modern mathematical terms, $\sqrt{18}:17$. This innocent definition is more explosive than it may at first
Instead, it was the intervals employed in each voice that mattered: any minor third and semitonal movement, major or minor, genera: adherence to one specific order of the tetrachord, that is to say, to one fixed pitch collection, was not important. The enharmonic genus (Wild 2014, [32]).

Meanwhile, Vicentino was hard at work developing polyphonic music that would make use of its full microtonal potential. As Wild points out, his compositions go a long way toward clarifying Vicentino's understanding of the three genera: adherence to one specific order of the tetrachord, that is to say, to one fixed pitch collection, was not important. Instead, it was the intervals employed in each voice that mattered: any minor third and semitonal movement, major or minor, across the 31-tone gamut constituted the chromatic genus, and major third and movement by either of the dieses constituted the enharmonic genus (Wild 2014, [32]).

Vicentino phrased his claims very carefully: every time we employ a melodic major third, we are in Vicentino's enharmonic genus, and every time we employ a minor third, we are in his chromatic genus. Or, put more sharply: we know by sounding these characteristic intervals that we cannot but be in the respective genus. It is also interesting that Vicentino keeps quiet in this public debate about the other intervals of the chromatic and enharmonic genera. The minor chromatic semitone (2 dieses) is mathematically identical to the major enharmonic diesis; the two intervals only derive their different meanings from the genera in which they are employed; they cannot therefore define the genus. This interval can only shed its ambiguity when it is paired with the respective other small interval from each genus: the major semitone of the chromatic genus, or the minor diesis of the enharmonic genus. The major semitone is similarly ambiguous, as it is shared between the diatonic and chromatic genera. The only remaining unique interval is the minor diesis, the controversial “irrational ratio” on which Vicentino's system is founded. Needless to say, he does not highlight the diesis in his bet—though, in any case, it probably helps that the diesis is not employed as a melodic interval in conventional sixteenth-century music.

In his subsequent reflection on the debate, Danckerts commented on the extreme secrecy under which Vicentino operated. (44) Despite the likely bias of this testimony from a hostile juror, this observation sounds fairly plausible: the careful framing of Vicentino’s bet suggests that he was convinced that his claims must reflect some fundamental truth about music, and that he was unwilling to reveal the principle—the 31-fold division of the octave—on which this insight was based. It seems that this secrecy was a major contributing factor to losing the bet: Lusitano and the opposing side had no insight into the very specific, idiosyncratic meaning of his terms. From a conventional music-theoretical perspective, Vicentino's claims simply do not stand up to scrutiny and seem close to nonsensical.
of this idea was the archicembalo, a microtonal harpsichord that Vicentino probably first developed in the 1530s, several years before the public debate and the publication of his theories in *L'antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica* (1555). This was his *experimentum crucis*.

[5.12] As the fifth and final book of his treatise details, the archicembalo is a harpsichord with two manuals. Each manual has three orders of keys, including several divided ones: the lower manual has 19 and the upper 17 keys to the octave. (There are some complicating factors with the keyboard layout, notably the confusing fact that Vicentino adds five more keys than necessary for his tonal system, so that his keyboard has thirty-six keys to the octave. The remaining keys are not part of the tonal system, but allow for purer harmonies, and they need not concern us here.) In 1561 Vicentino also presented a similar organ, which he called the *arciorgano*; the machinations behind both instruments are comparable (Kaufmann 1961). Keyboard instruments with divided keys that distinguished enharmonically between sharps and flats had been around for some time, but the lengths to which Vicentino went with his instruments were all but unprecedented (Barbieri 2008). His two instruments must have seemed like the philosopher's stone to Vicentino. In fact, he was so proud of his accomplishment that he had a coin forged, reproduced in Figure 4, showing his profile on one side and his instruments on the other. His instruments instantiated his ideas about music, making it possible to perform polyphonic music in any of the three genera—and to switch freely between them. What is more, given that the backbone of his musical system was the irrational diatessaron, there was no way for him to explain his principles by arithmetic means—at least not according to the Pythagorean principles at the time. The validity of his musical system, with its transgressive √(18:17), could be demonstrated in sounds, but not by numerical proof. The only way to understand Vicentino's music, and its underlying principles, was to hear it — and for that, the archicembalo was crucial.

[5.13] One major obstacle that Vicentino had to tackle in order to put his complex microtonal system into practice was that singers are not very good at picking out the exact interval of one-fifth of a tone. Vicentino, whose surviving compositions are vocal, conceived his music very much along instrumental lines. He complained: "O how immeasurably excellent would music be if singers . . . could intone and sing a composition as accurately as the organ!" Vicentino was working intensively with a group of singers to train them to intone his microtonal intervals precisely. He had sworn the singers to secrecy, under threat of steep fines, lest they give away his revolutionary ideas. To be sure, this extreme precaution raised several eyebrows among Vicentino's detractors (Palisca 1994a, 276).

[5.14] He insisted that all music, vocal and instrumental, should be based on his principles. But given the technical complexities of this musical system, and the difficulty singers had in intoning his fifth tones correctly, this instrument was clearly the backbone, the embodiment, of Vicentino's ideas. Vincenzo Galilei, a voluble critic of Vicentino, recalls the trouble the singers had with this enharmonic music:

> If by misfortune one of the singers lost his way while singing, it was impossible to put him back onto the right spot. . . . Thus this kind of music necessarily required an instrument to guide the voices of the singers through unknown paths, not to say through precipitate cliffs. (Galilei 1980, 166)

Apart from the disparaging tone, Vicentino might even have agreed: he also recommended that vocal music be always accompanied by instruments.

[5.15] The archicembalo was in every sense instrumental to Vicentino's theory. It alone could produce the required intervals that made the theory a musical reality. His instrument was very much a “materialized theory,” in Bachelard's sense as we encountered it above. Where musical experience was in conflict with established scholarly authority, it was clear which way Vicentino would turn. He admitted—in something of an understatement—that certain theoretical positions were not in accordance with Boethius, the foremost musical authority of Vicentino's age, but they were certainly in agreement with his instrument. But this was all that mattered: the archicembalo, which allowed listeners to *experience* his idea of music, functioned as the ultimate epistemological authority in his musical universe.

[5.16] The sixteenth-century debate swirling around Vicentino got stuck on the question of whether or not human voices could be trained to sing intervals as small as fifth tones (Maniates 1992, 91). That historical discussion is not quite the same point we are raising here; the issue is less about the capacity of the human voice and more about what such training should be based on—it is a question of “turtles all the way down”: the demonstration, the *epideixis*, of the feasibility of polyphonic music within a 31-tone system is ultimately dependent on the existence of an instrument that can produce those tones precisely and unambiguously to train those voices. Vicentino wore his epistemological heart on his sleeve when he speculated on the origin of musical intervals: “It is probable that the first person to discover the way to sing the distance of the steps of
the whole tone and semitone . . . could not have done so without the expedient of an instrument.” (55) The same is true for the archicembalo and Vicentino’s challenging music. A better invocation of the epistemic thing is hard to imagine.

[5.17] To return to Vicentino’s musical bet in Rome in 1551, all things considered, it is probably understandable that the judges were not convinced by Vicentino’s radical ideas. These were experimental ideas in every sense, and they clearly contradicted Boethius’ weighty authority. It is also understandable why Vicentino would insist on the “purely diatonic genus,” and why this fastidious distinction was lost on everybody else. He had very particular ideas about how music worked or should work, ideas that took several decades to be seriously considered, and another two centuries to become worked out in their music-theoretical implications. (56) Even though he felt it was too early to lift the shroud of mystery to the public that surrounded his “perfect division of music,” Vicentino was convinced all along that he was right. For him, the proof was in the pudding, or rather in his archicembalo.

6. The Rhythmicon

[6.1] The second case study, Henry Cowell’s rhythmicon, takes us to Berkeley, California, ca. 1915, where Cowell, then a young composition student, was working with the ethnomusicologist Charles Seeger (1886–1979). Seeger introduced him to polyrhythms, but Cowell became increasingly disillusioned by the inability of human musicians to execute these complex rhythms precisely. He wrote:

“It is highly probable that an instrument could be devised which would mechanically produce a rhythmic ratio, but which would be controlled by hand and would therefore not be over-mechanical. For example, suppose we could have a keyboard on which, when C was struck, a rhythm of eight would be sounded; when D was struck, a rhythm of nine; when E was struck, a rhythm of ten. (Cowell [1930] 1996, 65–66)

Cowell’s opening tag “it is highly probable” should be read as tongue-in-cheek, since he knew quite well that the underlying mechanism had long existed. After all, earlier in the same text, Cowell had explained, enigmatically but perfectly accurately:

There is a well-known acoustical instrument which produces a sound broken by silences. When the silences between the sound occur not too rapidly, the result is a rhythm. When the breaks between the sound are speeded, however, they produce a new pitch in themselves, which is regulated by the rapidity of the successive silences between the sounds. (Cowell [1930] 1996, 51)

The well-known acoustical instrument he was thinking of was the mechanical siren, which had been around for a hundred years.

[6.2] Let us briefly rewind from twentieth-century American experimentalism to nineteenth-century French engineering. In 1819 Charles Cagniard de la Tour (1777–1859) presented his latest invention, which he called the sirène (Cagniard de la Tour 1819). It was originally not the warning signal of modern life that we all know today, but rather an experiment to test the theory of sound generation. At the time, following Ernst Chladni and Thomas Young’s important work on acoustics, it was agreed that all musical sounds had to follow the model of wind or string instruments, which set up a standing wave of regular oscillations of pressure changes in positive and negative directions around a neutral zero point (which can be represented graphically by sinusoids of varying degrees of complexity). (57) The siren, by contrast, produced sound in a radically different way, which can best, if anachronistically, be described as “digital”: the siren created a series of alternating on and off impulses, just as Cowell described.

[6.3] Figure 5, taken from a popular science article in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, shows how the siren works (Anonymous 1874). As the cross-section shows, air is blown through a bellows at the bottom of the device. The air passes through a metal disc with diagonal holes, which sets another metal disc on top in rotation. This rotating disc also has holes at regular intervals. Every time the air passes through the holes an air puff will be released. (Two counters at the top keep track of the number of rotations.) When the air pulses are slow, we hear them as a series of regular pulsations, a steady rhythm. But when the rotation speed passes 20 impulses per second, in other words: 20 Hz, our ear converts these fast rhythms into a pitch, which rises as the frequency increases. (Cagniard’s siren in action can be heard in Video 1.) That’s the familiar noise of the siren. The principle was nothing short of revolutionary: the siren demonstrated that the two musical parameters, rhythm and pitch, are in fact not separate dimensions at all, but exist on a continuum.

[6.4] The scientific world was aghast when Cagniard’s siren began to wail and scream, but he had made his point (Hilgers 2003). The siren was the perceptual proof that pitched sounds could be created out of rhythmic pulsations, depending on
whether the patterns that created them were presented above or below the auditory threshold around 20Hz. For Caignard, this phenomenon was a mere side effect, which he did not pursue any further. But the idea of a rhythm-pitch continuum genuinely excited musicians.

[6.5] It was left to other thinkers, scientific and musical, to explore the implications for music, of which the Ohm-Seebeck debate is the best-known scientific dispute (see Turner 1977). But in the musical world it is worth drawing attention to the little-known figure of Friedrich Wilhelm Opelt (1794–1863), a state official, astronomer, and hobby music theorist. Opelt erected a whole conception of how music works on the basis of the mechanism of the siren, which caused all-too-brief excitement in the 1830s. Opelt made the startling claim that the siren provided the mechanism to explain all aspects of music, by which he meant rhythm, pitch, and harmony. Building on the knowledge that multiple frequencies could be sounded simultaneously on one disc, Opelt experimented with multiphonic sirens and explored the effects of merging two separate frequencies into one. Take the simple hemiolic rhythm two-against-three, as shown in Figure 6. We know from Pythagoras that this ratio corresponds to the interval of the fifth. This compound rhythm can be imprinted on a siren disc. When rotating at sufficient speed, the \( \overbrace{\text{rhythm}} \) will turn into the interval of the fifth. It makes no difference whether the frequencies are kept separate on the disc or combined.

[6.6] The same is obviously true for other ratios as well. Opelt produced a disc with multiple different frequencies happening at the same time. This multiphonic siren can be heard in Video 2. The circular illustration included in Figure 7 shows Opelt's diagram for bores in the ratio 4:5:6:8. The four circles marked G, T, Q, O (for Grundton, Terz, Quinte, Oktave) describe the separate regular frequencies, and the outermost circle outlines the irregular compound rhythm of all four put together. We also see this compound rhythm, translated into spatial distances and laid out on a straight line, in the middle portion of Figure 7. As the siren demonstrates, this complex rhythm 4:5:6:8 is the same as a major triad in close position with its octave doubled. (59)

[6.7] Fast-forwarding back to early-twentieth-century California, all these ideas stood behind Cowell's call for a new musical instrument that would couple specific rhythmic pulsations with specific pitches. Around 1930 Cowell found a congenial collaborator for this project in the inventor and Russian émigré Leon Theremin, who had made a name for himself with his eponymous electrical instrument, and who created the rhythmicon on the basis of Cowell's ideas. Depicted in Figure 8, apparently the rhythmicon was originally conceived as little more than a "highly sophisticated metronome" (Lichtenwanger 1986, 132), and it is now sometimes hailed as the first-ever beat machine—but both these characterizations miss some of the central features of the instrument, especially as regards pairing rhythms with pitches. Early reviews, it is true, suggest that the original instrument, demonstrated at the New School in New York City on January 19, 1932, had very little to offer in the way of pitch or timbre, and various commentators were particularly concerned about improving the pitch dimension. (60) But its conception was clearly as a musical instrument: Cowell and his friend Nicolas Slonimsky (1894–1995) composed a number of pieces for it, including Cowell's own Concerto for Rhythmicon and Orchestra. (61) A historic recording of the rhythmicon, from the holdings of his friend Joseph Schillinger (1895–1943) that now survives in the Smithsonian Institution, is presented as Audio Example 2.

[6.8] Like the siren, the mechanism of the rhythmicon is based on two metal discs with varying numbers of holes arranged in regular intervals. (62) As Slonimsky describes, by "manipulating a rheostat with a rudimentary crank, the performer automatically produced precise synchronization of the harmonic series, the number of beats per time unit being equal to the position in the series. . . . The result was an arithmetically accurate synchrony score of 32 different time pulses" (Slonimsky 1971, 1495).

[6.9] We can see how Cowell's rhythmicon pursues effectively the same phenomenon as Opelt's musical siren a hundred years previously, with one important difference: the rhythmicon had a keyboard attached to the mechanism, which made it playable as a musical instrument, with fixed pitches and rhythms. Charles Ives (1874–1954), who financed the development of the rhythmicon, expressed relief that the device was “nearer to an instrument than a machine.” (63) The presence of the keyboard no doubt had a lot do with its status as a musical instrument. (64) The keyboard suggested visually and haptically that the sounds would qualify as musical.

[6.10] As a composer, Cowell was clearly excited by this correlation between his musical intervals and rhythmic pulsations. He used this principle as the basis of youthful Quartet Romantic (1915–17). (65) This composition, for two flutes and two violins, works on two levels at the same time: the four instruments play freely atonal melodies at fixed rhythms, but the rhythms themselves contain encoded pitch information, so that the proportions between these rhythmic pulsations outline an underlying tonal structure. To give just one example, in Figure 9a, the first measure juxtaposes 6, 5, 4, and 2 pulsations,
ratios that correspond to a major triad over a root in the bass. These rhythms actually encrypt a fully tonal Bach-style chorale in four parts, a secret meta-composition that remains unheard by human ears, along the lines indicated in Figure 9b. It is true that this piece does not sound remotely like a Bach chorale. But we could imagine etching the compound rhythms onto an Opelt siren and speeding them up. Played at a sufficiently fast tempo, the proportions of this secret music would become audible as (admittedly, extremely short-lived) harmonies.

Conclusions

[7.1] Turning to the bigger questions, what does the examination of musical instruments as deeply engaged in the process of musical theorizing do for us? What good is this “material” turn within theory? Let's take a wider look at the cultural history of music theory. One of the key issues that the field has battled with for some time is its relationship with specific musical repertoires. Attempts to relate theorists from the past to the composers of their own time, to map historical theories onto contemporaneous composers, tend to be relatively frustrating, quite simply because our interests do not necessarily align: the questions that we, in the twenty-first century, ask of music are not necessarily the same ones that the figures from the past were interested in (see Judd 2000/01). A historically more sympathetic and musically more sensitive approach is a fundamental necessity.

[7.2] By incorporating music-theoretical instruments into our investigations, as I suggested earlier, we turn the theorist's study into something like a scientist's laboratory—or perhaps, depending on the period we are discussing, something akin to natural philosophers and Wunderkammern. In operating with sounds, with the materials that make up what we usually mean by music, these music-theoretical instruments are located somewhere between compositional practice, theoretical speculation, and experiential listening. It is no coincidence that the two examples discussed here, from the mid-sixteenth and the early twentieth centuries, are taken from periods of intense experimentation. But this is not to say that other, less intellectually fluid periods, would not be open to this kind of inquiry. Any number of other possible scenarios suggest themselves—and they are not restricted to the West: the Chinese 12 lü 十二律 or the Arabic oud ﻋﻮﺩ are prime examples of music-theoretical instruments in other cultures.

[7.3] Ultimately, the issue of how a music-theoretical instrument works is always a matter of the specific questions we ask of the music and of the theory. A precise answer changes from historical period to historical period—or, if you will, from one Foucauldian episteme to the next—and also from instrument to instrument. Certain recurring factors and issues, however, are noticeable. First of all, instruments tend to come to the fore whenever human performers reach their limit—pitch accuracy in Vicentino’s case or rhythmic accuracy in Cowell’s case. The instrument, as an object located outside the human sphere, can make greater claims to objectivity (in every sense conceivable) and is therefore a preferred argumentative strategy (see Gallison and Daston 1992). At times, this necessity to hold human intervention at bay, or remove it altogether, is counterbalanced by a concern at the other end of the spectrum: if no human input is required, is it still music that we hear? This concern is voiced from time to time, and the specter of the dehumanized machine, fed by essential humanistic anxieties, invariably looms large behind those concerns. This suggests that the desired epistemic objectivity of music-theoretical instruments operates in a force field that is determined by a carefully calibrated balance between human agency on the one hand, which expresses itself in (soulful) music-making, and the dehumanized, soulless machine on the other.

[7.4] Second, all these music-theoretical instruments rely in some sense on a scientific—or, more broadly, numerical—conception of sound. This seems fundamentally alien to much of the work that we are familiar with in contemporary musicological and music-theoretical thought. The figure of Pythagoras is more than emblematic here: the numerical way of thinking about sound, which plays such a small part in today’s musical discourse, is fundamental to virtually all music-theoretical instruments. Since this fundamental conception feels so unfamiliar to us, we would do well to learn to appreciate the subtleties between different conceptions. Not all number-based approaches to sound are Pythagorean, and as we saw above, there are important distinctions between an abstract mathematical way of conceptualizing sound and physical-acoustical ones—even though from our modern perspective, the similarities between them seem by far to outweigh the differences.

[7.5] And third, we would do well to reconsider the relationship between music-theoretical instruments and the music theory they occasion. Our starting point, Pythagoras playing the monochord, provides a good example here. Classicist David Creese, after carefully reviewing the ancient sources mentioning Pythagoras and the monochord, concluded that there was no contemporaneous evidence that Pythagoras actually used the monochord. He noted that the first document to make the connection between the two was the very passage from Nicomachus we encountered initially. Nicomachus, it should be remembered, lived some six centuries after Pythagoras, so his testimony was at best based on hearsay passed down the
generations. Nicomachus’ claim has been repeated uncritically throughout the centuries, and over time Pythagoras even morphed into the inventor of the instrument. Tempting as it is, we should not assume that the monochord was around when the math at the basis of musical relations was first worked out. It became an object of scientific experimentation much later than the mathematical relations it proved. Creese concludes forcefully: “[D]oing mathematical harmonics without the monochord was not only possible, but…there is no credible ancient evidence to suggest that there was any other way to study the subject before the late fourth century.” He points out that the “mirage” that Pythagoras operated with, or even invented, the monochord has been consistently fed by the assumption that the discovery of harmonic ratios and the invention of the monochord must have been concurrent. The monochord seems to serve no other purpose than to measure and demonstrate the ratios of musical intervals, which encouraged authors from late antiquity to the most recent past to assume a concurrency or even causal relation.

[7.6] In a word, Pythagoras did not play the monochord. We can put this myth to rest once and for all. Loosening the firm ties between Pythagoras and his monochord, between theorist and instrument, will also allow us to revisit two parts of our earlier methodological observations: we defined the music-theoretical instrument, on the one hand, in terms of Bachelard’s “materialized theory,” and on the other, in terms of Rheinberger’s “epistemic thing.” In fact, the two models are at opposite ends of the spectrum of possibilities: while Bachelard considers the instrument to be the reified embodiment of a theory, Rheinberger conceptualizes the instrument as a material object that allows certain theoretical propositions to issue forth. Put differently, Rheinberger is Marx to Bachelard’s Hegel. Yet, this does not mean in this exploration of music-theoretical instruments that we must make a firm commitment to one position or the other. It is not necessary that the machine gives rise to or emerges from a theory, but rather that it can embody or exemplify it. In the two examples at play we saw two different ways in which the instrument was featured: in the case of Vicentino and the archicembalo, the instrument was the linchpin that held musical theories and practice together in a situation where the paradigm of unassisted vocal music necessarily failed. In the case of Henry Cowell and the rhythmicon, by contrast, we saw how the instrument explicitly piggybacked on mechanical devices that had been around for a century and transformed some preexisting theories of music into a practical application that could then be used in composition. All of these instruments are linked by the fact that they put to the test a specific idea about how musical sound works—how it can or should work. In this way, theorizing, composing, and hearing come together, in often surprising ways. Other cases are possible in which musical instruments fulfill the function of “epistemic things” and provide us with musical knowledge—if we only know how to make use of them: either by performing experiments on them, or music, or both.
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Footnotes

* An earlier version of this article was presented as the Peter LeHuray lecture at the 50th RMA conference in Leeds on September 4, 2014. Special thanks go to Joseph Auner, Bevil Conway, Evan McCarthy, Alexander Nikolaev, Steven Rings, Daniel Walden, and the anonymous reviewers whose careful reading of this article has given me the opportunity to sharpen and clarify my points.

1. The iconography surrounding Pythagoras and the monochord is explored in Münxelhaus (1976).

2. Cassiodorus, Variae epistolae, 1.45.4.

3. By the Renaissance, a wide variety of instruments could be called “monochord,” irrespective of the actual number of strings, including even keyboards. See the letters collected in Blackburn and Lowinsky (1991).

Gaffurius's understanding of ancient theory was clearly channeled by Boethius, not earlier sources. He includes a paraphrase of Boethius in Bk 1.8: 4–16, including the additional hammer (Kreyszig 1993, 46).

5. As André Barbera suggests, Pythagoras's standing was such that the ratios not working in practice may even have heightened the mystique surrounding him: “After all, the experiments did work when he performed them” (Barbera 1984, 200).

6. There is a sizeable body of literature surrounding the question of whether Vincenzo Galilei should count as an experimental scientist or not. See Drake (1970), Walker (1978, 14–33), Cohen (1984), and Palisca (1994b).

7. See Ptolemy, *Harmonics* Bk. 1, Ch. 5, discussed in Barker (1989, 284–6). To be sure, this should be taken with a grain of salt. As with everything in this discussion, many of the positions rely on later testimonies that were projected backwards.


9. 16:9 is an outlier, as it describes not the whole tone but the minor seventh, which I have included here for the sake of completeness. Gaffurius does not comment on this scenario.
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